Dear Colleagues

Here is the provisional programme and registration form for the Autumn meeting 2010. Please attend if you can, and encourage colleagues to come along too. The Friday HIV meeting promises to be of interest to all members of the HIV multidisciplinary team whilst the Saturday sessions should inform and educate anyone with an interest in the various legal aspects of GU Medicine and Sexual Health. The meetings are free to BASHH members; there is a £20 charge for non-members on the Saturday.

Accommodation and evening dinner are available on the Friday night if required. Please indicate your requirements on the form.

Case presentations are integral part of these meetings and doctors-in-training / SAS colleagues are encouraged to give a 10 – 15 minute presentation. A prize is given for the best presentation. An abstract form for outlining details of your case is attached to the registration form.

Please send completed registration / abstract forms to:

Dr Tana Green  
Department of GU Medicine  
BHNFT  
Gawber Road  
Barnsley S75 2EP

Or email them to:  
tana.green@nhs.net

by FRIDAY 10TH SEPTEMBER please
Trent and West Midlands BASHH
HIV Interest Group Autumn Meeting
Friday, 15th October 2010
Kegworth Whitehouse Hotel, Packington Hill

2.30pm        REGISTRATION and REFRESHMENTS
2.50pm        WELCOME
3.00pm        KEY ISSUES IN MANAGING WOMEN WITH HIV
               Dr Jyoti Dhar, Consultant in GU Medicine, University
               Hospitals, Leicester
3.45pm        ETHICAL ISSUES IN HIV PARTNER NOTIFICATION
               Gill Bell, Nurse Consultant Health Adviser, Royal
               Hallamshire Hospital, Sheffield
4.30pm        BREAK and REFRESHMENTS
5.00pm        CASE PRESENTATIONS
5.30pm        CLINICO-PATHOLOGICAL CONFERENCE
               Presenter:  Prof Rob Miller  UCH London
               Discussant:  Dr Martin Wiselka  ID, Leicester
               Chair:  Dr Martin Talbot  GUM, Sheffield
6.30pm        FEEDBACK and CLOSE
7.30pm        DINNER (Optional)

3 HRS RCP CPD APPROVAL CODE 58832

Meeting kindly sponsored by unrestricted educational grants from:
Abbott, Boehringer-Ingelheim, Gilead, Healthcare at Home, Viiv

A joint meeting organized by Trent BASHH on behalf of the Trent and West Midlands Branches of BASHH
Trent and West Midlands BASHH
Autumn Meeting, ‘Sex and the Law’
Saturday, 16th October 2010
Kegworth Whitehouse Hotel, Packington Hill

9.00am  REGISTRATION and REFRESHMENTS

9.15am  WELCOME

9.20am  SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
        Detective Inspector Ian Winton, Nottinghamshire Police

10.10am CRIMINALISATION AND RECKLESS TRANSMISSION OF HIV
        Sam Thompson, Crown Prosecution Service

11.00am REFRESHMENTS

11.25am POLICE PROCESSES IN MANAGING RAPE AND SEXUAL
        ASSAULT
        Karen Harrison, Training Officer, South Yorkshire Police

12.15pm CASE PRESENTATIONS x 2

12.45pm LUNCH

1.45pm  CASE PRESENTATIONS x 2

2.15pm  LOOKED-AFTER CHILDREN
        Speaker to be confirmed

3.00pm  CHILD PROTECTION ISSUES
        Speaker to be confirmed

3.45pm  PRIZES, FEEDBACK and CLOSE

5 HRS RCP CPD APPROVAL APPLIED FOR

Meeting kindly sponsored by unrestricted educational grants from:
Abbott, Boehringer-Ingelheim, Gilead, Healthcare at Home, Viiv,

A joint meeting organized by Trent BASHH on behalf of the Trent and West Midlands Branches of BASHH
REGISTRATION / ABSTRACT FORM

TITLE........ INITIALS....... SURNAME.................................................................

JOB TITLE............................................................................................................... 

ADDRESS.................................................................................................................. 

.....................................................................................................................................

E-MAIL........................................................................................................................ 

PHONE..........................................................................................................................

ATTENDING: FRIDAY SATURDAY BOTH

BASHH MEMBER Y/N

Please make cheques payable to BASHH

ABSTRACT / CASE SUMMARY

ACCOMMODATION (Friday night) SINGLE £45 DOUBLE £59
(includes breakfast)

DINNER (Friday night) 3 Courses £15 Vegetarian Y N